Holidays Of The World Cookbook For Students, 2nd Edition
Synopsis
This updated and revised cookbook helps students explore the holiday customs and unique foods of more than 150 countries. Contains more than 440 recipes from 152 countries around the globe, including entrees, side dishes, desserts, and snacks. Each recipe contains useful details, clearly indicating the exact steps to follow, cooking equipment needed, and how many people it will serve. Provides a thumbnail map for each country. Includes a selected bibliography, index, and glossary with cooking and ingredient terms. Offers safety tips for student cooks.
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Customer Reviews
The book is educational, interesting and rich with information on culture! It explains holidays, traditions with a bit of geography thrown in. Great for homeschooling and all around enjoyable read! Worth every star! Rented a copy from the library.

This is a great book! I love that it's written for kids in middle and high school, there's a glut of books for younger kids but very few for older kids. I also love that the book goes beyond recipes and includes descriptions of festivals and cultures.

I recieved it with a bent up cover and it was supposed to be new - from . A bit of a disappointment - I returned it. From what I viewed of the book, it looked like it had potential.
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